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Book Announcements 

Peter C. Fishburn, Nonlinear Preference and Utility Theory (The Johns Hopkins 
University Press, Baltimore, 1988) 259 pages 

Chapter 1: Historical Background: Expected Utility. Daniel Bernoulli and Gabriel Cramer. Riskless 
utility in economics. von Neumann and Morgenstern. The linear utility theorem. Alternative axioms for 
linear utility. Risk attitudes. Multiattribute linear utility. Extensions for probability measures. Chapter 
2: Critique of Expected Utility. Normative versus descriptive theory. Framing effects. Money. 
Probability transformations, probability preferences. Independence and the certainty effect. Vagueness 
and nontransitive indifference. Preference cycles and money pumps. The preference reversal 
phenomenon. Non-Archimedean preferences. Chapter 3: Generalizations of Expected Utility. 
Alternatives to expected utility. Relaxations that preserve linearity. Allais’s nonlinear intensity theory. 
Smooth preferences. Decumulative representations. Weighted utility theory. Transitive convexity. 
Nontransitive convexity. SSB utility theory. Accommodation of independence violations. Intransitivity 
accommodation. Chapter 4: Nontransitive Nonlinear Utility Theory. The SSB theorem. Preliminary 
lemmas. Nontransitive convex utility. Further implications of Cl and C2. Implications of symmetry. 
Partial construction of @. Proof completion. Extension for probability measures. Chapter 5: Transitive 
Nonlinear Utility Theory. Transitive convex utility. The need for countable boundedness. Weighted 
linear utility. Sufficiency proof. Weighted linear uniqueness. Equivalent axiom sets. Extension for 
probability measures. Chapter 6: Applications for Choice Theory and Risk. von Neumann’s minimax 
theorem. Choice with cyclic preferences. Social choice lotteries. Choice among choice contexts. Nash 
equilibria in noncooperative games. Multiple attributes. Mean value and certainty equivalence. 
Stochastic dominance. Risk attitudes. Chapter 7: Additive Expected Utility. Decision under uncertainty. 
Additive subjective probability. Proof of Savage’s probability theorem. Additive expected utility. 
Cotrments on Savage’s representation proof. Additive linear utility. Additive linear utility proofs. 
Chapter 8: Generalizations of Additive Expected Utility. Critique of additive expected utility. 
Nonadditive subjective probability. Generalizations of additive expected utility. Additive nonexpected 
intensive utility. Expected regret theory. SSA utility theory. Additive SSB utility. Nonadditive linear 
utility. Nonadditive expected utility. Nonadditive biexpected utility. Nonadditive, nontransitive theories. 
Chapter 9: Additive Nontransitive Nonlinear Utility. Skew-symmetric additive utility. SSA utility proof. 
Extension for nonsimple acts. Additive SSB utility. Additive SSB proofs. Additive SSB extension. 
Extension proofs. 

T. Lengauer, Combinatorial Algorithms for Integrated Circuit Layout (Wiley, 
Chichester, UK, 1990) 679 pages 

PART I: BACKGROUND. Chapter 1: Introduction to Circuit Layout. Combinatorial aspects of circuit 
layout. Layout methodologies (Semicustom versus full-custom layout. Input to the layout problem 
(Hierarchical circuit description. Complex cells and cell generators). Output of the layout process 
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(Geometric layouts, mask data. Topological layouts). Layout strategies and styles (Placement and 
routing of general cells. Standard cells. Gate arrays. Sea of gates. Printed circuit boards. 
Floorplanning)). Summary. Chapter 2: Optimizufion Problems. Basic definitions (Algorithmic 
pr&lms. &tetinistic algorithms. Randomized algorithms. Asymptotic analysis. An example: 
Quicksort, Optimization problems). NP-Hardness (Feasible and infeasible algorithms. Nondeterministic 
ahIorithms. N&completeness and NP-hardness). Solving NP-hard problems (Restriction. Pseudo- 
polynomid algorithms. Approximation algorithms. Upper and lower bounds. Randomization. 
Heuristics). Summary. Exercises. Chupter 3: Graph Algorithms. Basic definitions. Graph search. Depth- 
first search. Strong components. k-connectivity. Topological search. Breadth-first search. Shortest paths 
(Basic properties. Ford’s method. The Bellman-Ford algorithm. Dijkstra’s algorithm. The single-pair 
shortest-path problem (Goal-directed unidirectional search. Bidirectional search). The All-pairs shortest- 
path problem. Other cost functions). Minimum spanning trees (A greedy method. Prim’s algorithm. 
Kruskal’s algorithm. Faster minimum-spanning-tree algorithms). Steiner trees (A class of approximation 
algorithms. Using Prim’s algorithm. Using Kruskal’s algorithm. The fastest method. Improving Steiner 
trees). Network flow (Maximum network flow. Mincost flow. Multicommodity flow). Matching. 
Hierarchical graph processing (Hierarchica! graph definitions. The bottom-up method. Modifying the 
input hierarchy. The hierarchical analysis of graph families). Planar graphs (Structural properties. 
Planar duality. Series-parallel graphs). Chapter 4: Operations Research uild Sfutistics. Configuration 
graphs, local search. Markov chains (Time-homogeneous Markov chains. Time-reversibility. Time- 
inhomogeneous Markov chains). Simulated annealing (Convergence of simulated annealing (Analysis 
with time-homogeneous Markov chains. Analysis with time-inhomogeneous Markov chains). Cooling 
schedules (Elements of a cooling schedule (Generating chain. Initial temperature. Stopping criterion. 
Chain length. Temperature decrement. Starting solution). Experimental experience). Finite-time 
behavior of simulated annealing. Probabilistic hill-climbing without rejected moves). Geometric 
configuration spaces and polytopes (Convex sets and functions). Linear programming. Integer 
programming (Polytopes of integer programs. Branch and bound (A tree-structured formulation of 
integer programming. A tree-structured formulation of the minimum-Steiner-tree problem. Details of the 
branch-and-bound algorithm). Lagrangian relaxation (An example: Steiner trees. The Lagrangian dual 
and its optimization (Subgradient optimization. Solving the Lagrangian dual with linear programming)). 
Simple integer programs). Dynamic programming (Decomposing optimization problems. An example: 
Minimum Steiner trees. The dynamic-programming algorithm. Application to minimum Steiner trees. 
Dynamic programming on hierarchical graphs (Relation to the bottom-up method)). Nonlinear 
optimization (The gradient-projection method. Penalty-function methods. Quadratic optimization. 
Quadratic forms and eigenvalues. Minimizing quadratic programs). PART II: COMBINATORIAL LAYOUT 
PROBLEMS. Chapter 5: The Layout Problem. Requirements. Definition of the layout problem. The 
mincut heuristic. Graph bifurcation. An approximation algorithm. Balancing bifurcators. Improving 
secondary cost functions (Lower bounds. Embedding graphs in the tree of meshes. Efficient embeddings 
of the tree of meshes). Discussion. Chapter 6: Circuit Partitioning. Definitions and complexities 
(MuMway partitions. Bipartitions. Separators. Free partitions. Modeling hypergraphs with graphs). 
Heuristics for bipartitioning hypergraphs (The Kernighan-Lin heuristic. The Fiduccia-Mattheyses 
heuristic (Choosing a vertex to be moved. Initializing the data structure. Updating the data structure). 
Higher-order gains. Improving bipartitions. Extension to multiway partitioning. Summary). Simulated 
annealing. Partitioning planar graphs (Separating trees. Partitioning partial grid graphs. Separating 
general planar graphs). Graph partition and network flow (Maxflow techniques. Multicommodity-flow 
techniques). Partitioning as a nonlinear optimization problem (Partitioning by quadratic assignment. 
Lower bounds (Bounds based on the Hoffmann-Wielandt inequality. The bound by Boppana). Heuristic 
algorithms (The algorithm by Barnes. The algorithm by Boppana)). Clustering methods. Summary. 
Chapter 7: Placement, Assignment, and Floorplanning. Gate arrays: regular placement (Definitions and 
complexity (Cost functions based on wire length. Cut-based cost function. Remarks on estimates of 
connection cost). Linear arrangement. Mincut-based placement of gate arrays. Wire-length 
minimization (Linear wire length. Quadratic wire length. Incorporating timing optimization in 
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Placement). Elimination of overlap (Linear assignment. Mincut. Quadratic optimization. Nets a~ p&ts)_ 

The linear probe technique. Placement improvement and placement heuristics). General cells: Floor- 
planning (Floorplanning based on mincut (Floorplanning based on oriented mincut (Similarity relation 
for oriented mincut. Slicing floorplans). Floorplan sizing (Sizing of fixed cells. Sizing of variable cells. 
Sizing nonslicing floorplans). Floorplanning based on unoriented mincut (Sizing based on unoriented 
mincut. Ordering mincut floorplans)). Floorplanning based on multiway mincut and clustering 
(Floorplanning by clustering. Floorplanning by multiway mincut. Combining the methods). 
Combination of mincut and wire-length minimization in floorplanning. Floorplanning based on 
rectangular dualization (Planarization of the circuit. Floorplan sizing). Nonlinear methods for general- 
cell placement. Estimation of wiring area in floorplan sizing. Other issues in floorplanning (Rectagonal 
blocks. Information flow in floorplanning. Other constraints and cost functions)). Assignment problems 
(Gate assignment (Gate-array design. Layout of printed circuit boards and design of standard cells). Pin 
assignment). Simulated annealing (Arithmetic expressions for slicing floorplans. The configuration 
graph. The cost function. Randomization. Experimental results. Extensions). Summary. Chapter 
8: Global Routing and Area Routing. Definitions and complexity (Routing in floorplans. Area routing. 
Complexity of global routing problems). Global routing and integer programming (The integer program 
for the constrained global routing problem. The integer program for the unconstrained global routing 
problem. Special cases. The integer program for the area-routing problem. Solution of the integer 
programs. Extensions of the problem formulation). Overview of global routing methods. Sequential 
routing algorithms (Maze-running algorithms (Coding techniques. Goal-directed search techniques. 
Finding suboptimal paths). Line-searching algorithms (Heuristic techniques. An algorithmic framework 
for line searching. The track graph (Construction of the track graph). Summary). Steiner tree heuristics 
in sequential routing (Steiner tree heuristics for maze running. Steiner tree heuristics for line searching). 
incorporating other cost measures (Applications of Dijkstra’s algorithm. Beyond Dijkstra’s algorithm)). 
Hierarchical global routing algorithms (Definition of the routing hierarchy. The primitive global routing 
problems. Top-down methods (Sequential routing refinement. Refinement with integer programming. A 
method based on linear assignment). Bottom-up methods). Routing by relaxation (Routing by 
randomized rounding (Gate arrays, two-terminal nets, few routes per net. Gate arrays, two-terminal nets, 
many routes per net. Multiterminal nets. Other routing variants (Nonuniform edge capacities. 
Constrained global routing problems). Experimental results. Prerequisites for the applicability of 
randomized rounding). Making the method deterministic (Estimating the conditional probabilities 
(Defining the pessimistic estimator at the root. Propagating the estimate through the decision tree). Run 
time)). Determining the locations of the pins. Integration of global routing and floorplanning (The 
algorithmic approach. The data-structure approach). Simulated annealing. Summary. Chapter 
9: Detailed Routing. Basic definitions (Homotopic routing. Detailed routing graphs (Channel routing. 
Switchbox routing. Other detailed-routing graphs). Detailed routing models (Planar routing. Knock-knee 
routing. Manhattan routing. Gridless routing. Multilayer models)). Theories of detailed routing. Planar 
routing (Planaichannel routing (Basic theory. The Channel-placement problem (A solution via shortest 
paths. A linar-time algorithm. Minimizing total wire length). Channel-width minimization. Irregular 
channels and multiterminal nets. Stacks of channels). Genera1 planar routing). Nonplanar channel 
routing. Detailed routing in the knock-knee mode1 (Channel routing in the knock-knee model. Other 
detailed-routing graphs (The genera1 method. An example: Routing in switch graphs (Relaxing the 
evenness condition. Multiterminal nets). Other results on knock-knee routing (Switchboxes. Switch 
graphs. Homotopic routing in genera1 detailed-routing graphs. The evennees condition)). Layer 
assignment (The layer-assignment algorithm by Tollis. Net orderings and layer graphs. Constructing 
layer graphs. Via minimization (Via minimization with two wiring layers. Incorporation Of multiterminal 
nets. Other results)). Summary). Detailed routing in the Manhattan model (Channel routing in the 
Manhattan model (Lower bounds on the channel width. Application of the general channel-routing 
method. Routing based on the jog-free model. Routing with jogs and other generalizations). Manhattan 
routing in other detailed-routing graphs). Channel-placement problems in nonplanar routing models 

(Channel-offset problems. Channel-placement problems). Detailed routing without homotopies. 
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Detailed routing in gridless routing models (Gridless planar routing. Gridless Manhattan channel 
routing). Channel routing in multilayer models (Derivatives of the knock-knee model (The two-layer 
knock-knee model. The tree-layer knock-knee model. The unit-vertical overli;p model. Multilayer models 
with unrestricted overlap). Channel routing in sparse multilayer models. Practical multilayer channel 
routing). Summary. Chupter 10: Compaction. Basic definitions (Geometric layouts. One-dimensional 
mask-layout compaction. Two-dimensional compaction. Topological compaction). One-dimensional 
compaction algorithms (Compression-ridge method. Graph-based compaction (Generating small layout 
graphs (The one-layer case. Multiple layers). Finding shortest paths quickly (Grouping constraints. 
Diverse constraints. Negative circuits. Use of Dijkstra’s algorithm). Wire balancing). Incremental 
compaction). Two-dimensional compaction (Two-dimensional packing. Extension of the method. 
I+-dimensional compaction). Hierarchical compaction (Hierarchical one-dimensional packing. 
Hierarchical one-dimensional compaction. Maintaining the layout hierarchy. Hierarchical compaction 
with identical cells (Toroidal compaction of two-dimensional cell arrays. The general case)). Topological 
compaction. Summary. 


